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The task used in this illustration was part of a reading response lesson in a year 1–2 
class. The teacher had established the practice of a “question of the day” derived 
from a discussion topic, event, or reading. The students responded to the question 
by sticking magnetic strips with their names on them to the whiteboard. The teacher 
used the questions as the basis of her statistics programme, focusing on vocabulary 
and how to make summary statements about the responses to the questions.

After reading the story A Lion in the Meadow, a discussion started about whether the 
lion was real or imaginary. Several students made the observation that “it looks real” 
in the illustrations. The class decided to use the question of the day to ask who had 
seen a real lion.

The task relates to achievement objectives for Statistics from the mathematics and 
statistics learning area in The New Zealand Curriculum.  

The following examples of student work illustrate achievement at the  
mathematics standards for years 1 and 2.

Lions 

Lions
How many in our class have seen a lion?

Some features of students’ work used to make judgments in relation to the 
mathematics standards are described below. 
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Following a discussion about whether the students had seen lions, the teacher said, 
“Well, let’s ask the question and see what you say. Lewis, what’s a good question to ask?”

Discussion

This task provides some of the evidence needed to show that Lewis is achieving at early curriculum level 
1 and the year 1 standard in Statistics. He has demonstrated that, with support from the teacher and 
following the statistical enquiry cycle, he is able to pose and investigate a question and to adjust it to 
gather new data. He is also able to count the resulting category data and make concluding statements.

Have you seen a lion? 
Then YES or NO.

The teacher wrote the question and the 
categories (yes and no) and asked the students 
to register their answer with their name before 
they went out to play. When they came back in, 
the teacher asked, “Lewis, what can you tell us 
from what’s on the board?”

Have you seen a real live lion? 
Maybe they said YES because 
they saw one in a book.

The teacher said, “But this doesn’t match what 
we said in our class discussion before. I wonder 
if we should change our question.”

The teacher then wrote the new question, and 
the students re-entered their responses.

Lewis accurately “counted all” by pointing at the 
names one at a time.

Everybody saw a lion, but not a real one! 
It’s 8 people in YES and 11 people in NO.

With support, Lewis was able to adjust the 
question to generate data more closely related 
to the earlier discussion about real and 
imaginary lions.

Everybody saw 
a lion. There is 
nobody in the  
NO side. See!

Lewis was able to summarise 
the data in a statement.

New Zealand Curriculum: Level 1 Mathematics Standard: After one year at school

In solving problems and modelling situations, students will: 

Statistics
•	 conduct investigations using the statistical enquiry cycle:

 – posing and answering questions
 – gathering, sorting and counting, and displaying category data
 – discussing the results

(statistical investigation)

Statistics
•	 investigate questions by using the statistical enquiry cycle 

(with support), gathering, displaying, and/or counting  
category data 

Lions

 AFTER OnE YEAR AT SCHOOL 



This illustration builds on the initial investigation in the year 1 illustration.
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The teacher recapped, “When we asked ‘Have you seen a lion?’, everyone said YES. But 
when we asked ‘Have you seen a real live lion?’, only 8 people said YES. Why was there a 
difference?” After some discussion of imaginary lions and that real ones live in Africa, she 
asked, “OK, Tessa. How could we find out where people saw their lion?”

Discussion

This task provides some of the evidence needed to show that Tessa is achieving at curriculum 
level 1 and the year 2 standard in Statistics.  She has demonstrated that, with support from 
the teacher and following the statistical enquiry cycle, she is able topose and investigate a 
question. She is also able to identify similarities and differences in category data. 

With prompting from the teacher, the 
class generated 8 categories, which the 
teacher recorded on the whiteboard.

You can’t see it really 
alive in the pictures. The 
only really alive ones are in 
Africa, zoo, and circus. 

The teacher rewrote the question 
together with the 3 categories 
that Tessa had named. Each child 
who’d seen a live lion put a block 
by the category where they saw it.

That block’s me. I saw 
a lion in Africa. Most 
children saw them at 
the zoo. But 2 saw a 
lion at a circus.

We can ask, “Where did you see 
a real lion?” and then put some 
places, like Africa or …

Tessa thought about the similarities and 
differences the categories would generate.

Tessa was able to formulate a 
question for further investigation.
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New Zealand Curriculum: Level 1 Mathematics Standard: After two years at school

In solving problems and modelling situations, students will:

Statistics
•	 conduct investigations using the statistical enquiry cycle:

 – posing and answering questions
 – gathering, sorting and counting, and displaying category data
 – discussing the results

(statistical investigation)

Statistics
•	 investigate questions by using the statistical enquiry cycle 

(with support), gathering, displaying, and/or identifying 
similarities and differences in category data

Lions

 AFTER TwO YEARS AT SCHOOL 


